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(b. Chambéry, France, 1621; d Turin, Italy, 28 March 1678) 

mathematics. 

Not much is known of Dechales’s personal life. For some times he was a Jesuit missionary in Turkey. He was well liked in 
Paris, where for four years he read public mathematics lectures at the Collège de Clermont. After teaching at Lyons and 
chambéry, he moved to Marseilles, where he taught the arts of navigation and military engineering and the practical 
applications of mathematics to science. From Marseilles he went to Turin, where he was appointed professor of mathematics at 
the university. He died there at the age of fifty-seven. 

Although not a first-rate mathematician, Dechales was rather skillful in exposition; Hutton has observed that “his talent rather 
lay in explaining those sciences [mathematics and mechanics] with ease and accuracy… that he made the best use of the 
production of other man, and that he drew the several parts of the mathematical sciences together with great judgement and 
perspicuity.” 

Dechales is best remembered for his Cursus seu mundus mathematicus, a complete course of mathematics, including many 
related subject that in his day were held to belong to the exact sciences. The first volume opens with a description of 
mathematical books arranged chronologically that, as De Morgan remarks, is well done and indicates that Dechales had 
actually read them. This is followed by his edition of Euclid’s Elements (bks. I-VI, XI, and XII). Arithmetic computation, 
algebra, spherical trigonometry, and conic sections are of course included. Of the algebraic material, Hutton observes that it is 
“of a very old fashioned sort, considering the time when it was written.” The algebra of Dechales is imbued with the spirit of 
Diophantus; as Mortiz Cantor points out, Dechales rarely mentions the work of Mydorge, Desargues, Pascal, Fermat, 
Descartes, or Wallis. Among other subjects included in the Cursus are practical geometry, machanics, statics, geography, 
magnetism, civil architecture, military architecture, optics, catoptrics, perspective, dioptrics, hydrostatics, hydraulic machinery, 
navigation, pyrotechnics, gnomonics, astronomy, astrology, meteoritics, the calender, and music, as well as a section entitled 
“A Refutation of the Cartesian Hypothesis.” Indeed, in his history of mathematics, Cantor gives a detailed description of the 
Cursus both because it was a popular and widely used textbook and because it reflected the totality of mathematical knowledge 
as possessed by dilettantes or amateur mathematicians of the time who were fairly competent interpreters or expounders of the 
subject. Thus, while according Dechales due credit for his effort, Cantor is nevertheless critical of much of the mathematical 
content of his work, deploring Dechales’s failure to make full use of such available contemporary source materials as the 
firsthand works of mathematicians, their correspondence and so on. 

Dechales’s separate edition of Euclid, long a favorite in France and elsewhere on the Continent, never became popular in 
England. 
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